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THEME:
Goals are important in sports; athletes set goals and work hard to reach them
in spite of the obstacles.
PROGRAM SUMMARY:
This feature book is filled with poems about the experiences and feelings of
young athletes involved in various sports.
LeVar shares his own enthusiasm for athletics as he takes viewers from sport
to sport-–including soccer, basketball, ice skating, swimming, and gymnastics.
The emotions and feelings related to sports are explored when viewers meet
a variety of young athletes, including U.S. Olympic Team gymnasts, and a
brother and sister who skate together for the Olympics.
TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
Discuss why physical fitness is important for good health.
Invite students to share their experiences with being on a team. In order for
the team to be effective and successful, what kinds of behaviors are necessary for team members?
Ask students to describe their feelings when they play a game or a sport. Are
their feelings the same before, during, and after a game? Is winning necessary in order to enjoy participating in a sport or game?
Discuss the question: “Who can play a sport?” Is it necessary to be a “good”
athlete to participate in sports?
CURRICULUM EXTENSION ACTIVITIES:
Brainstorm a list of sports with the class. Classify the sports into different categories, such as indoor-outdoor, team-individual, type of equipment, etc.
Have the class conduct a survey of favorite sports of everyone at their grade
level and graph the results. Instead of working with the large number of sports
which would likely result from such a survey, have the students identify a
number of sports (5-7) that they think would be mentioned most often. Use
just these sports as a “forced choice” for survey respondents. After the students have collected their data, they can make the graph and display it in a
hallway or other area for all to see.
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Work with the physical education teacher to select a game that the entire
class knows how to play. Invite students to imagine that someone who had
never played the game before wanted to learn how to play. Have students
write the directions for playing this familiar game.
Have an “Athlete’s Day” in the classroom. Contact a local high school, college
or university athletic department to see if students (both male and female)
who participate in different sports would be willing to visit the classroom and
talk about their particular sport, discuss how they train, and demonstrate
some of their special equipment.
Pantomime movements from different sports, e.g., dribbling and shooting a
basketball; pitching, catching, and batting a baseball; bowling; skiing; skating
with a hockey puck, trying to score a goal; kicking and protecting a soccer
ball; swinging a golf club, serving and hitting a tennis ball, and many others.
Have students research the Olympics. What sports are included in the
Olympics? How do the Winter Olympics and Summer Olympics differ? How
do athletes qualify for participation in the Olympics? What are the Special
Olympics? Students may wish to visit these two World Wide Web sites for
information:
<http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/~mmdg/Almanac/> (“Olympic Almanac”)
<http://www.aafla.com/pubs/olyprim.htm> (“Olympic Games Primer”)
Start a “Good Sport” graffiti board in the classroom. Display a sheet of bulletin
board paper on which students write examples of good sportsmanship that
they have seen on the playground, in the school gym, at a sporting event, etc.
Review the board weekly and discuss the items that have been posted there.
Involve parents in a Sports-in-the-News “homework” activity. Prepare a takehome sheet that contains a list of sports that are often reported in newspaper
articles and television sportscasts. The class should decide on the sports
that are listed on this sheet. (Leave a space for “other sports” at the bottom.)
Send the sheet home with instructions for parents to survey the newspaper or
watch a TV sportscast with their child every night for a week, marking a tally
by any sports on the list that are reported. Have students return the sheet to
school and compile the data as a group. Discuss which sports are reported on
most often and why.
Have students design a sports collage by cutting and pasting pictures of participants and sports equipment from newspapers, magazines, and catalogs.
Sports Pages is a collection of poetry. Obtain a copy of the book and read
some of the poems to the class. Arnold Adoff arranges the words in his poems
in unique ways. Show the poems to the students so they can see the freedom that poets have with words. Discuss the difference between poems and
stories.
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RELATED THEMES:
sportsmanship
healthy lifestyles
RELATED READING RAINBOW PROGRAMS:
Program #24 — The Tortoise And The Hare
Program #60 — Dinosaur Bob And His Adventures With The Family Lazardo
Program #91 — Amazing Grace
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
A poet with many published collections to his credit, Arnold Adoff was awarded the 1988 National Council of Teachers of English Award for Excellence
in Poetry for Children for the body of his work. He is married to award-winning children’s book author Virginia Hamilton and makes his home in Yellow
Springs, Ohio.
ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR:
Steve Kuzma graduated from the Parsons School of Design. His work has appeared in the New York Times, on CBS, and on SIN television. An avid sports
enthusiast himself, Kuzma particularly enjoys soccer and skiing.
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